
 Vice Admiral Val’ri Raiajh, Starfleet’s Typhon Sector Coordinator and commanding officer of Starbase 

719, was standing watch in Starbase Ops when her chief of operations, Lt Commander B’Elanna Torres alerted her 

to an incoming transmission. 

 “Incoming communiqué from Starfleet Command, Admiral,” the half-Klingon operations officer 

announced. 

 “On screen, B’Elanna,” Raiajh ordered.  A moment later the main viewscreen above ops broadcast the 

mustached and bearded face of the Fifth Fleet’s command headquarters liaison, the Centaurian Vice Admiral Kalin 

Kale.  “Good morning, Kalin.  To what do we owe the pleasure of your communication?” 

 “Morning, Val.  An unusual request just crossed my desk that I figured you would want to be made aware 

of.  Starfleet Command has received a request from the Ferengi government to allow a representative of the Grand 

Nagus to visit your starbase.” 

 “Grand Nagus Rom wants to visit the Typhon Sector?” Raiajh asked, unsure how she felt about such a 

request, particularly following the near-disastrous visits by both Federation President Nanietta Bacco and Cardassian 

Minister Elim Garak in recent months. 

 “No, not the Nagus himself, but some diplomat representing the Nagus,” Kale replied.  “Not sure why the 

Ferengi are suddenly taking interest in your neck o’ the woods, though I must assume it has something to do with 

generating a profit somehow, but in the interests of peace and cooperation Starfleet Command and the Federation 

Council have approved the request.” 

 “I wish Starfleet Command would request my input in matters like these prior to issuing their approval,” 

Raiajh remarked, more than a little agitated.  “After the recent incident when Minister Garak visited the base, and 

the fact we have still not been able to locate Mister Winters, it might be best to avoid having high-profile visitors 

making social calls here for the near term?”  She sighed slightly, knowing her tirade would have little effect on her 

duties as diplomatic hostess to whatever high-ranking envoy might wish to visit the starbase, but she felt a little 

better having gotten it off her chest. 

 “I understand.  And I’ll make sure Starfleet HQ contacts you if and when any more official visit requests 

are submitted,” Kale said sympathetically. 

 “Thank you.  Now, when should I expect the arrival of this Ferengi envoy?” 

 “His vessel should arrive at your station in about a week; approximately stardate 67727.  That should give 

you enough time to get the place tidied up,” Kale added with a grin. 

 “Starbase 719 will remain impeccably tidy, as you put it, as always,” Raiajh said with a mixture of 

amusement and irritation.  “Thanks for the heads-up.  I’ll let you know how things go after the envoy arrives.  

Anything else I should be aware of?” 

 “That’s all I have for the moment,” Kale replied.  “Good luck.  Starfleet, out.” 

 The viewscreen blinked to an image of open space before shutting off.  Meanwhile Raiajh shared looks of 

frustration with both Commanders Torres and Petersen, her chief of security. 

 “Wonderful!” she remarked.  “First we host a summit between the Federation and the Romulan Empire 

right in the middle of a medical conference.  Then we’ve visited by a Cardassian minister trying to ingratiate himself 

with the Federation.  Now we have to baby-sit a Ferengi diplomat.” 

 “Perhaps you can assign Captain Harkonnen or Colonel McIntyre to be his escort?” Torres suggested. 

 “How can you be entirely certain the envoy is a he, B’Elanna?” Petersen asked, looking over at her fellow 

department head. 

 “Ferengi society has made some remarkable strides in terms of sexual equality since Rom became Nagus 

almost fifteen years ago, but they haven’t gone so far as to allow women to become diplomats and high-ranking 

public servants...,” Torres replied.  “Not yet, at least.” 

 “Actually, a lot of what Nagus Rom intended to do has been held up by those in opposition to his reforms,” 

Raiajh commented.  “I’ve heard his own brother was one of the leaders of that opposition.  It took years just to 

change the laws to allow Ferengi women to wear clothes in public.  Hopefully whoever the Nagus is sending here is 

of the more enlightened sect of Ferengi society.” 

 



* * * * 

 

Stardate 67727.2 

 A week later, Raiajh was in Ops once again – as was usual for that time of day – when Petersen alerted her 

to an approaching ship detected by long-range sensors. 

 “Admiral, we have a vessel closing on the station, bearing 190 mark 1, range 57.5 billion kilometers.  At 

current speed of warp five, it will reach the station in fifteen minutes.  Ship is broadcasting ident codes on a Ferengi 

transponder frequency.” 

 “That must be the Ferengi envoy we’ve been expecting.  Joy,” Raiajh remarked before tapping her 

combadge.  “Ops to Captains Pearson and Harkonnen and Colonel McIntyre.  Our Ferengi visitor’s vessel will be 

arriving in fifteen minutes.  Please report to the VIP embarkation area for official welcoming.” 

 “Pearson here.  On my way.” 

 “Harkonnen acknowledges.” 

 “This is Mack.  Reporting to the VIP area with official side boys.” 

 As Raiajh deactivated her communicator with a subtle smile, Torres asked, “Aren’t you going to be a part 

of the official reception party, Admiral?” 

 “Cathryn needs some more experience in official diplomatic matters like this if she intends to take 

command of this starbase some day, B’Elanna.” 

 Both Torres and Petersen shared knowing smiles before the security chief noticed an indication on her 

console. 

 “Admiral, there’s something unusual about that approaching Ferengi ship...!” 

 

* * * * 

 

Starbase 719 VIP Embarkation Area 

Spacedock Hub 

 

 Both Pearson and Harkonnen were still wearing their normal duty uniforms, nether having had the time to 

change into dress uniforms in the brief time before their guest’s anticipated arrival, as Starfleet Marine Colonel Sean 

McIntyre and his squad of side boys had – each dressed in Marine Corps Dress Blues – as they entered the embarkation 

area.  The three senior officers gathered several meters away from the airlock door, while the eight enlisted Marines took 

positions lined up four to each side, standing at parade-rest. 

 Through the large transparasteel windows the reception party could see the spacedoors in the distance open.  

Seconds later, a small ship not much larger than a Type-8 shuttlecraft passed through the huge doors and maneuvered 

toward the hub.  The color and design of the craft – particularly the front ‘mandibles’ – made the vessel unmistakably 

Ferengi in origin. 

 “Pretty small ship,” McIntyre commented.  “I was expecting a high-ranking Ferengi government official to be 

traveling here aboard a Marauder-class ship at least.” 

 “Maybe the mother ship is station-keeping outside spacedock and that’s just a shuttle transporting the official 

party, like when Praetor Talik arrived a few months ago?” Pearson suggested. 

 “Then why not simply beam aboard directly?” Harkonnen questioned. 

 “Protocol?” Pearson asked, looking up at her husband. 

 It took only another thirty seconds for the small ship to reach the spacedock hub, turn around, and latch into the 

airlock gantry.  A moment later the light above the door changed from red to green and the door slowly opened with a hiss 

of atmosphere being sucked into the gangway. 

 “Side boys – atten... SHUN!” McIntyre ordered, prompting all eight to snap to attention, ceremonial phaser rifles 

held at present arms.  McIntyre then started blowing into an electronic boson’s whistle just as a Ferengi male of average 

Ferengi height wearing what could only be described as a cheap suit traipsed out of the airlock and directly up to the much 

taller Harkonnen. 

 “My name is Quark,” the Ferengi announced.  “Who do I talk to about making a deal?” 
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 Captains Pearson and Harkonnen stared at the new arrival, their mouths agape. 

 “I’m sorry.  You’re who?” Captain Harkonnen finally asked the diminutive Ferengi.  “And what do you 

mean; make a deal?” 

 “Quark, son of Keldar,” the Ferengi responded.  “Brother of... the Grand Nagus.”  Pearson could not help 

but note the tone of sarcasm in the Ferengi’s voice as he pronounced his brother’s title.  “I’ve been told Starfleet has 

opened an entire new frontier out here beyond the Typhon Expanse and that will open brand new avenues for 

profit.”  Quark looked around the embarkation area as if assessing the structure of the starbase and added, “Surely 

you’ve heard of Quark’s Bar, Grill, Gaming House and Holosuite Arcade?”  Neither Starfleet officer appeared 

familiar with the name.  “No?  The name is universal in the Bajor Sector.  Well, I’m thinking of opening a franchise 

of my famous conglomerate here aboard your starbase, if I can find just the right location.” 

 Pearson and Harkonnen exchanged looks.  The Russian man then looked back at the Ferengi and asked, 

“And what do you need us to do?” 

 “Just get out of my way,” Quark replied.  “I have business to accomplish!” 

 The pair of Starfleet officers watched as Quark walked past them and into the hub of the station to begin his 

quest to find the perfect location for his new bar.  Pearson almost laughed as she noticed the suspicious expression 

on her husband’s face. 

 “I don’t trust that Ferengi,” Harkonnen remarked to his wife in response to her reaction as Colonel 

McIntyre joined them. 

 “You don’t trust anyone the first time you meet them,” Pearson replied, prompting a satisfied expression on 

her husband’s face. 

 

* * * * 

 

 Quark exited the hub turbolift on the level where the station’s recreation area was located, the most logical 

place to begin his search for a location for his new bar.  He entered the rec area, immediately impressed by the size 

of the area and the number of shops and businesses of almost every description that could be seen, at least four times 

the size of the Promenade aboard Deep Space 9 where he had spent the better part of the last quarter-century running 

his original establishment. 

 “Where to start?” he said to himself as he rubbed his hands together in anticipation.  Beginning to walk 

through the area, he noticed few unoccupied locations, and those that were un-leased tended to be small – better 

suited to simple businesses like the Jumja stick kiosk back on DS9. 

 “I suppose I should get an idea of the competition?” he added to himself as he noted several small to mid-

sized restaurants and drinking establishments along his stroll.  He entered the first bar along his path and sat down at 

one table, ordering a cup of water and bowl of complimentary snacks as he settled in to do his research. 

 

* * * * 

 

 After several days of checking out the various hospitality locations aboard the starbase – including the 

Staggering Hobo’s Hideaway in the R-2 section of the base, which was rarely if ever visited by non-station-

residents, where he appreciated that the illicit gambling going on there was seemingly tolerated by the station’s 



command structure, though the location was too far off the beaten path for the Ferengi’s tastes for profit – Quark 

finally walked back into the Bastogne Lodge in one of the side-corridors of the main rec area and up to the bar, 

where the Lodge’s proprietor was standing and polishing a glass the old-fashioned way with a rag. 

 “What can I get for you, Friend?” ‘Shifty’ Powers – the Lodge’s bartender and proprietor – asked, placing 

the glass behind the bar and looking at the Ferengi curiously. 

 “My name is Quark,” the Ferengi said in way of introduction.  “Nice place you have here.” 

 “Thanks,” the bartender replied, looking around the Lodge proudly.  “Took some time to set up properly, 

and we’ve had a few hiccups – like the occupation during the Kairn War – but things have been going pretty well.”  

Shifty then leaned forward like he was about to share a guarded secret as he added, “And it doesn’t hurt to count the 

station commander among your close, personal friends.” 

 “I’ll make a note of that,” Quark said, impressed in spite of himself by the bartender’s last admission, and it 

showed. 

 “Now, what can I get you?” Shifty asked again. 

 “I don’t suppose you have any fresh greeworms?” Quark asked. 

 “Beg your pardon?” 

 “Never mind.  I just figured I would abide by the 214
th

 Rule of Acquisition: Never begin a business 

negotiation on an empty stomach.” 

 “Business negotiation?” Shift questioned.  “I thought I was going to be getting you a drink?” 

 “Actually, it’s more like what I can get for you,” Quark said in response.  “How does fifty bars of gold-

pressed latinum sound?” 

 Now it was Shifty’s turn to look impressed.  “Sounds good,” he admitted.  “Though maybe a little steep for 

just a drink.  I don’t usually charge that much,” he added with a smile. 

 Quark was about to remark on the hoo-mon man’s intelligence when he realized from the grin on Shifty’s 

face that he was joking.  “No, I mean for the bar,” he said. 

 Shifty actually looked like he had been physically shocked.  “The bar?  You mean... sell the Lodge?” he 

asked. 

 “Well, considering this is a Federation starbase, I’m sure you don’t actually own the property.  But you 

must lease the space.  Fifty bars of latinum.  Limited time offer.”  The Ferengi smiled his snaggle-toothed grin in an 

attempt to look friendly. 

 “I...  I would never part with the Lodge,” Shifty finally replied.  “This place is too important to me.  Too 

many memories.” 

 “Really, according to my research, this starbase has only been operational for about five years,” Quark said 

matter-of-factly.  “How many memories could you really have made here?  And I mean... fifty bars!  And not a strip 

more!” 

 “Sorry, Mister Quark.  I’m not interested in selling out.” 

 “But...!” Quark started to object. 

 “I’m not interested!” Shiftly insisted.  “Now good day, Mister Quark.”  And without another word, Shifty 

turned away and moved to the other end of the bar, making a show of polishing another glass that really did not need 

cleaning.  Quark looked around at several of the nearby patrons, his expression one of shock, before finally 

straightening up and tugging on the lapels of his jacket before turning and exiting the Lodge. 

 

* * * * 

 

 A short time later, Quark arrived in Starbase Ops – under escort by one of the resident Starfleet Marines – 

and climbed the steps up toward the station commander’s office.  He paused in front of the desk where an attractive 

hoo-mon woman wearing the rank insignia of a Lt Commander sat.  She looked up at the Ferengi with a mixture of 

curiosity and disgust at the way he was leering at her. 

 “Can I help you, Mister...?” Marie Quintero asked. 



 “My name is Quark.  I would like to arrange a meeting with the commander of the station to discuss 

business,” he replied. 

 Quintero raised her right eyebrow in an almost Vulcan-like manner, then made a show of looking up 

Admiral Raiajh’s daily schedule.  To her consternation, the Admiral had no appointments for the next several hours.  

She glanced at Quark once more before activating the intercom on her desk. 

 “Admiral, I have a... gentleman... out here who would like to meet with you.”  Quark smiled mockingly at 

her choice of words. 

 “Is this in regards to the topic we were discussing yesterday evening, Marie?” Raiajh’s voice replied back. 

 “Yes, Admiral.” 

 Quark heard what sounded like a sigh through the intercom. 

 “He’s here right now?” Raiajh asked. 

 “Yes, Admiral.” 

 There was a pause of several seconds before Raiajh finally said, “Very well.  Send him in.” 

 Quintero looked at the Ferengi and – as pleasantly as she could muster – said, “The Admiral will see you 

now.” 

 “Thank you,” Quark replied with a tone of irony as the inner office door swished open and he stepped 

inside. 

 Inside the inner office, the Vulcan-Deltan Admiral Raiajh was just getting up from behind her desk and 

stepped over to greet her visitor. 

 “Welcome to Starbase 719, Mister...?” 

 “Quark.” 

 “...Mister Quark.  I’m Vice Admiral Val’ri Raiajh, commander of the base.  What can I do for you?” 

 Raiajh gestured toward the seat in front of her desk, in which the Ferengi male sat, before returning to her 

own chair as Quark looked appreciatively at the admiral.  “I can think of several things you could do for me,” he 

said with a grin.  “But I’m here aboard your station exploring potential business opportunities.  It came to my 

attention that your station could use a franchise of Quark’s Bar, Grill, Gaming House and...” 

 “I’m familiar with your business, Mister Quark,” Raiajh interrupted.  “I served aboard the starship Sarek in 

the years prior to the Dominion War.  We made several stops at DS9.  But what do you need to see me for?  Leasing 

space in the Recreation Area is handled by my Commissary and Billeting Officer.  That’s who you need to...” 

 “I’ve run into a slight snag,” Quark explained, likewise interrupting the admiral.  “You see, the prime 

location I’m looking at is already occupied.  I was hoping perhaps I could sweet talk you into helping me close or 

relocate the existing business and assuming the lease on the space?” 

 Raiajh had to mentally concentrate to keep from physically shuddering at the exaggerated lovelorn look the 

Ferengi entrepreneur was giving her. 

 “Well, Mister Quark...” 

 “Just Quark,” the Ferengi instructed in his best friendly tone.  “After all, I would like to think we can be 

friends, Admiral.  Close, personal friends.” 

 “Well, Quark, I cannot have my Billeting Officer simply break a signed and legally binding lease without 

due cause.  If the so-called prime location is occupied, you either need to wait until that lease is expired and not 

renewed or you need to find another location in which to build your bar.  Not that we really need another drinking 

establishment or holosuite arcade aboard Starbase 719,” she added, hoping the underlying message would get 

through to the Ferengi man. 

 “What kind of arrangement do you have with the businesses aboard your station?” Quark asked.  “Do they 

simply pay you rent?” 

 “Most of the smaller businesses pay a form of rent, but to Starfleet, not directly to the station.  Some others 

contribute directly to the maintenance of the base.  Some of the larger ones – like the Lodge, Liberty Pointe, and the 

holosuite arcades – contribute a portion of their post-overhead income to a fund that maintains the botanical section, 

makes improvements to the civilian sections of the base, and helps organize the occasional large celebration or 

similar function.”  



 “I can assure you, if the location I have in mind were host to my business, the station would see a much 

larger share of the profits than it currently does... minus, of course, my own significant profit share, service fees, 

operator expenses, franchise license fee, entertainment user’s fee, etcetera....” 

 Raiajh found her curiosity getting the better of her in spite of herself and said, “You seem to have 

everything well planned out.  Just out of curiosity, what location did you have your eye on?” 

 “Some theme restaurant you have called the Basta-gone-ee Lounge,” Quark replied, tongue-tied by the 

name. 

 “Basta-gone-ee Lounge?” Raiajh questioned.  “I don’t believe I’ve heard of it.  Must be a relatively new 

business aboard the station.” 

 “No, the current proprietor, Shifty Something-or-other, says it’s been here almost since the starbase was 

commissioned.” 

 “Shifty?” Raiajh asked with alarm.  “Are you talking about the Lodge??  The Bastogne Lodge!?” 

 “Yeah, that’s it!” Quark said excitedly, pointing a finger at the admiral.  “I will never understand hoo-mon 

language and how they determine how their words are spelled or pronounced.” 

 “Just for the sake of argument,” Raiajh continued, “say Shifty decided to transfer the lease for the Lodge to 

you...  Would you keep it as it currently is?  After all, it IS the most popular off-duty recreation destination for the 

majority of not only the station’s senior crew but also the starship’s home-ported here.” 

 “All the more reason I want that location!” Quark said, sounding perfectly reasonable.  “And it would still 

be the most popular off-duty hang-out for you and your senior staff, just under new – Ferengi – management.” 

 “Well, if Shifty is willing to step...,” Raiajh started to say before she was again cut off by Quark. 

 “Of course, the current decor is much too depressing for a lively bar and gathering spot.  I mean, who really 

wants to drink or eat a meal in a lousy re-creation of some primitive war that happened centuries ago on some back-

water planet somewhere?  And the name...?  Unpronounceable!  I’ve got the perfect name!”  He moved his hands in 

an air-quotes gesture as he said, “Quark’s Too!  And besides, everyone loves Quark’s!” 

 “I’m sorry, but I really don’t think I’m going to be able to be of much help to you, Mister Quark,” Raiajh 

said, holding up her hand to stop the Ferengi when he started to insist she simply call him Quark again.  “I have too 

many fond memories of the Lodge and would not wish to see it replaced.” 

 “What is it with you Federation types?” Quark asked.  “Everyone citing memories as the reason why I 

shouldn’t establish Quark’s Too here!”  The Ferengi started slipping an object out of a hidden pocket on the inside 

of his sleeve and placed it – still hidden under his hand – on the top of Raiajh’s desk and pushed it toward the 

admiral.  “Perhaps I can... help you to forget?” he asked with a snaggle-toothed smile as he moved his hand, 

revealing a slip of gold-pressed latinum. 

 “Mister Quark...” 

 “Just Quark, please.” 

 “Mister Quark, are you attempting to bribe a Starfleet flag officer?” 

 “Think of it more like a getting acquainted gift...” 

 “Mister Quark, I cannot be bribed.  And even if I could, it would not be by such a pittance as you have 

insultingly offered.  And furthermore, I like the Lodge.  I like the decor, the atmosphere, the personality of the 

establishment.  I would not want to change a thing about the Lodge.  And I prefer it to remain exactly where it is!  

Now please leave my office.” 

 Quark stood up, making sure to grab the latinum strip off the desk and return it to its hidden pocket as he 

moved toward the door and said, “Everyone loves Quarks, Admiral!  And I will see to it that Quark’s Too opens 

aboard this starbase even if it means I have to build it with my bare hands...  Even if I have to employ... unionized 

workers!  Even if I have to...”  The Ferengi shuddered at the pronunciation of the next words that emerged from his 

lips.  “...Pay higher taxes and fees!  Mark my words!” 

 Quark continued to look at Admiral Raiajh as he stood in the threshold of the office door.  Raiajh simply 

shook her head subtly and pressed a button on her desk top, causing the inner office doors to swish shut on the 

outraged Ferengi. 



 Quark turned on Commander Quintero and pointed his finger at the admiral’s aide as he repeated, “Mark 

my words!”  He then straightened his lapels once again and turned to leave the outer office, remarking to himself as 

he walked, “The Admiral’s not a bad looking woman for obviously having Vulcan blood in her.  I wonder if she 

would give good oo-mox?” 

 

* * * * 

 

 Several evenings later, Raiajh, Dr. Sylvan Xaran, and their four children living aboard the starbase with 

them were having dinner together in their quarters, gathered around the large dining table.  Xaran had just carried a 

large platter of food over to the table and sat down at one of the ends of the table directly across from his wife when 

the door chime to their quarters sounded. 

 “I’ll get it!” Katrina, their oldest child still living on the base called out, darting out of her chair before 

either of her parents could react, and rushing to the front door of the quarters.  A moment later she called back into 

the dining room, “Mother!  Mister Powers wants to talk to you!” 

 “What would Shifty be doing visiting us at this time of day?” Xaran asked as Raiajh got up from her seat 

and stepped toward the door.  A moment later she joined her daughter near the door, where a contrite-looking Shifty 

Powers stood. 

 “Katrina, return to the dinner table and eat.  I will re-join the family in a moment,” Raiajh scolded. 

 “Yes, Mother,” Katrina replied sadly before turning away.  Raiajh then looked at her favorite bartender. 

 “I don’t believe you’ve ever visited me at my quarters, Shifty.  Is something wrong?” 

 “Sorry to disturb you, Admiral.  Especially during dinner.  I just wanted to let you know you may want to 

consider moving your private stash out of the Lodge in the next few days.” 

 “Why, are we having an inspection by the Commander – Starfleet himself?” Raiajh asked, convinced the 

bartender was trying to make a joke. 

 “No.  I’m afraid I’ve lost my lease and must close the Lodge,” Shifty replied, the look in his eyes 

convincing Raiajh that he was – in fact – not making a joke. 

 “Lost your lease?” Raiajh asked in puzzlement.  “I thought you signed a ten-year lease with Starfleet when 

you opened the Lodge?  You’re only half-way through that!” 

 “I did,” Shifty replied.  “But when I said I lost my lease, I meant that literally.” 

 “Please explain.” 

 “I used the lease to cover my bets during a game of Ton-go last night.  I was sure I was going to win the 

last several hands.  But I lost instead.  Badly.” 

 “Ton-go?  Isn’t that a game the Ferengi use to gamble?” 

 “Yes.  Someone set up a Ton-go tournament in the Hideaway yesterday and I received an invitation to 

participate.” 

 A scowl appeared on Raiajh’s face as she remarked, “I believe I know who arranged for that to happen.  

Don’t worry, I’ll see to it that you get your lease back immediately and...” 

 “What’s done is done, Admiral.  I made my bed.  Now I have to lay down in it.  No one forced me to play 

the game.  I just thought it would be a fun evening with a few laughs.  Guess the last laugh was on me.  Anyway, I 

just wanted to make sure you knew your stash had to be relocated and to let you know I have enjoyed my time 

aboard your station.” 

 “What will you do now?” Raiajh asked with concern. 

 “Not sure.  Probably just return home to the European Hegemony.  Perhaps try and establish a new bar in 

the southern Austro-Germania region somewhere.” 

 “I’m sure that conniver Quark somehow cheated you out of your bar,” Raiajh said angrily.  “I’m not sure 

how, but I’ll help you get it back somehow.” 

 “Well, I’ll be around for the next week or so before a transport back to Earth departs the station,” Shifty 

said.  “But I won’t be holding my breath.” 



 The bartender offered his salutations, then turned to depart the admiral’s quarters.  Raiajh, after watching 

her front door swish shut, returned to her family in the dining room and explained the situation to her husband. 

 “I’m not sure what I can do about it though,” she remarked. 

 “You’re the commander of the station,” Dr. Xaran pointed out.  “Can’t you simply seize the lease and 

return it to Shifty?” 

 “I could, but without proof Quark committed a crime to obtain the lease, if I were to simply give it back to 

Shifty, that Ferengi worm could file suit in a Federation court.  Even if Shifty were to prevail, it could be years 

before he could re-open the Lodge!”  She gazed at her husband with a look mixing sadness and longing.  “What do I 

do, Sylvan?” 

 “Might I suggest you speak with Konstantin?” the Betazoid chief medical officer said.  “He has more than a 

little experience in regards to gambling.” 

 

* * * * 

 

Stardate 67747.2 

1900 Hours Station Time 

 

 The large and muscular human man stepped into the Staggering Hobo’s Hideaway and looked around.  As 

expected, a small group was gathered around an elaborate contraption that looked like it combined a lazy-Susan with 

a roulette wheel and a large salad bowl on top.  He stepped up to the table where several players held unusually 

shaped playing cards and placed what looked like slips of gold into the container on top of the spinning device. 

 “Are you the one they call Quark?” the man asked the only Ferengi sitting at the table. 

 “I am,” Quark replied, looking up in the semi-darkness with a slightly annoyed expression on his face.  

“And you are?” 

 “The name’s Spaak.  Johannes Spaak.  And I heard you’re interested in games of chance?” 

 “I’ve been known to gamble on occasion,” Quark agreed, sharing a knowing look with several of the other 

players.  “Grab a seat and join us in a game of Ton-go.”  He gestured toward an empty seat across from himself. 

 Spaak looked at the Ton-go board with disinterest as he said, “I’m not much for Ferengi games.  Too easy 

to rig.  No offense intended.” 

 “None taken,” Quark replied with a slight gleam of anger in his eyes. 

 “However, I do know of a game that might interest you.” 

 “Do tell?” 

 “For a relatively cheap buy-in, we can join a high-stakes game of poker that occurs in one of the off-the-

beaten-path areas of the station from time to time.  Completely unofficial, of course.” 

 “Of course,” Quark said suspiciously.  “I’m sorry, but I like to know about every bar and casino aboard any 

station or surface facility I visit.  I’ve been here almost a week and I never heard of a high-stakes hoo-mon poker 

game going on here!” 

 “That’s because it only happens on rare occasions,” Spaak said.  “Made a good portion of my income last 

year from the last match-up.” 

 “Yeah?” Quark asked, suddenly more interested.  “How much?” 

 “Equivalent of five bricks of gold-pressed latinum.” 

 The Ferengi could not avoid letting his eyes flare wide for a second before quickly regaining control. 

 “Yeah, that’s why we only organize these matches once every six to nine months.  That much wealth 

changing hands would draw way too much attention to our games if they happened any more often, and then both 

Raiajh and Petersen would shut us down permanently.  Don’t want that to happen.” 

 “Of course you wouldn’t,” Quark said, still sounding stunned.  “Where did you say this game was being 

held?” 



 “I didn’t,” Spaak said, casually tossing a strip of latinum to a waitress who brought a drink over to him 

from the bar without him even asking.  “But if you’re interested, meet me in front of Liberty Pointe at 2100 hours 

and I’ll introduce you to the people you need to know.” 

 Quark watched, pure greed in his eyes, as Spaak downed the drink in a single gulp and then departed the 

Hideaway.  After several seconds, one of the other Ton-go players shoved the Ferengi’s arm. 

 “Hey, Quark, are we playing a game here or not?” 

 Quark shook his head as if waking from a trance.  He looked at the man who had shoved him and said, in 

an annoyed tone, “Actually, boys, something more important has come up.”  He started scooping his small pile of 

latinum strips into his pocket and dismantling his Ton-go board.  “We can continue our game another night.  After 

all, if luck stays with me tonight, I may own half this station by this time tomorrow.” 

 Without another word, Quark packed away his Ton-go board and rushed out of the Hideaway, leaving 

several perplexed players behind. 

 

* * * * 

 

 Less than two hours later, Quark was pacing in front of the entrance to Liberty Pointe, one of the few up-

scale restaurants aboard Starbase 719, wondering what was taking the hoo-mon Spaak so long to arrive. 

 “I see you’re ready to gamble,” a voice said from behind Quark, nearly causing the Ferengi to faint with 

fright.  In spite of his size, Spaak was capable of approaching unseen and unheard when he wanted. 

 “Where to?” Quark asked. 

 “You’ll see,” Spaak said, turning and heading out of the base recreation area. 

 Quark watched him take several steps before saying, “After you.”  He then followed quickly behind. 

 The pair entered one of the large hub turbolifts, which descended several kilometers through the core of the 

starbase, down to the lowest levels in the C-1 (Communications) section, an area Quark had not even considered 

visiting since arriving on the base. 

 “What’s down here?” Quark said warily, suddenly anxious he was being led into a trap of some kind. 

 “Not a whole lot.  Mainly secondary and tertiary station system access, a few labs, communications control 

equipment, and a rarely-used recreation room or two.”  Spaak’s eyes gleamed as he rattled off the last item.  “Follow 

me.” 

 The pair walked down several corridors and around numerous corners before coming to a door where two 

people stood – trying and failing to look nonchalant.  Quark noted one of them was Tellarite and appeared to have 

an old phaser stuck in the belt of his pants.  The other – to his alarm – was Nausicaan, his only visible weapon a 

large knife in his hand.  The Nausicaan peered intently at the approaching Ferengi until Spaak put up his hand and 

said, “We have a potential new player tonight.” 

 Both the Tellarite and the Nausicaan exchanged looks, then stepped away from the door – the pig-like 

Tellarite pressing a control to open it.  Spaak entered the darkened room beyond first, pausing just inside for the 

Ferengi to follow. 

 It took Quark’s eyes several more seconds to adjust to the light – or rather the lack there-of – but once they 

had he could make out that they were standing in what appeared to be a rarely-used if not abandoned recreation 

lounge.  Most of the sparse furniture had been pushed up against or piled along the wall.  Only a single table nearly 

two meters across sat in a circle of light from the single source of illumination overhead.  Six humanoid beings sat 

around the table with two additional empty seats awaiting Spaak and his companion. 

 “Ahh!  Fresh meat has arrived,” one of the other players said in greeting.  “Welcome, Gentlemen.  Please, 

come join us.  The sooner we get this game started, the sooner I can part you from your money.” 

 “Gentlemen, this is Quark, son of Keldar,” Spaak said as they approached the table.  “He is considering 

joining us tonight.” 

 “Has he got money?” another of the players, his face half-hidden in the darkness, asked. 

 “I’ve got several bars of gold-pressed latinum with me,” Quark said boastfully. 



 “That’ll do for a start,” a third player remarked to the second.  He then looked in the direction of the 

Ferengi and asked, “But can we trust you?” 

 “That’s a stupid question,” the first man at the table remarked.  “He’s a Ferengi!  Of course we can’t trust 

him!” 

 “Hey!” Quark started to protest. 

 “I mean can we trust that he won’t go running to Raiajh or her lackeys when he loses?” the third man 

asked. 

 “I can see this is a very unique arrangement you have going here,” Quark said.  “And I’m in the process of 

setting up a business of my own aboard this starbase.  I would certainly not want to make organizing that endeavor 

any more difficult by angering you fine gentlemen by reporting anything that happens here tonight to the 

commanding officer or any of her senior staff.” 

 Quark could see silent looks going back and forth between those sitting at the table.  Finally the first man 

who had spoken kicked out the empty chair next to him and said, “Have a seat, Quark, son of Keldar.  Ante in!” 

 Both Quark and Spaak sat down at the table.  With the light now above him, it was easier for the Ferengi to 

see the faces of those sitting around him with cards in their hands.  He did not know five of those sitting around the 

table, one of whom was an Andorian, but to his shock the man who had kicked out the chair for him he recognized 

as Captain Konstantin Harkonnen, one of the base officers who had greeted him upon his arrival on the station. 

 Ignoring his own cards for the moment, he pointed at Harkonnen and asked, “Aren’t you one of the 

Admiral’s officers?”  He expected the other players to be as shocked as he himself was.  Instead, the others 

continued to calmly look at their hands. 

 Harkonnen squinted his eyes as he looked from his cards to Quark’s face and said, “I am.  I’m also married 

to the station’s first officer.”  He looked at the Andorian and added, “There’s lots of things I do aboard this station 

that neither my wife nor Raiajh know about.  Nor will they find out.”  He looked once again at Quark and said, 

“How do you think a Starfleet officer managed to gain possession and ownership of an Orion smuggling vessel?”  

Harkonnen then winked in the direction of Spaak. 

 Quark was impressed in spite of himself, filing the conversation away in his memory for use as a potential 

bargaining chip sometime in the future.  Never knew when it would be a good thing to have a high-ranking Starfleet 

officer in your pocket at the location where you are expanding your business. 

 As the card game began, a green Orion woman with a striking resemblance to Dr. Ves’Dell walked over to 

the table – wearing little more than the chains attached to her collar and wrists – carrying a tray of drinks, which she 

proceeded to hand to each of the players.  When she reached the Ferengi, he started to wave her away, commenting 

that he really never developed a taste for synthahol. 

 “Oh, I can assure you, it’s the real thing, Quark,” Spaak remarked as he raised the pot.  “My vessel, the 

Pariah, supplies the... eh... refreshments... for these tournaments.  Have a sip!” 

 Quark accepted the glass, marveling at the sharp blue color of the liquid it contained before having a sip.  

The liquor burned his throat as he swallowed, almost causing him to cough uncontrollably. 

 “That’s real Romulan ale!” Quark exclaimed.  “I haven’t had any of the real stuff since the end of the 

Dominion War!  Where did you get that from?  How did you get it here, onto a Federation outpost?” 

 “With the Pariah, it wasn’t any problem at all,” Spaak said, then proceeded to describe his prized vessel in 

intimate detail – including her unparalleled abilities as a smuggling vessel.  With each added description, Quark 

grew more enamored of the vessel, wishing he owned something similar instead of just Quark’s Treasure II, his 

used Ferengi shuttle pod. 

 

* * * * 

 

 Several hours later, things had changed in the fortunes of several players.  The Andorian and two of the 

human players had dropped out, their funds – more than Quark normally spent to stock his bar in a year – depleted.  

Quark himself had lost a few hands but won others and his pile of assets was slightly larger than when he had 



started.  At the other end of the spectrum, Spaak had barely any assets left.  It looked to the Ferengi that the hoo-

mon would soon be out of the game as well if he did not win a good-paying hand soon. 

 “What’s your bet, Hans?” Harkonnen, who appeared to be doing well – his assets at least twice as much as 

when the game started – asked as he looked at the other player.  “You raising or folding?” 

 Spaak looked nervous, the first time all evening Quark had seen him in such a state. 

 “Quark called at seven bars of latinum,” Harkonnen emphasized.  “Either raise, call, or fold!” 

 Spaak looked at his cards in his hand, then the four cards face up on the table. 

 “I don’t have a lot left in terms of assets on hand,” Spaak remarked. 

 “Then fold!” the player across from Spaak remarked. 

 Spaak felt around on his clothes, quickly pulling out a leather case containing numerous papers and tossed 

it onto the ante pile. 

 “What’s that?” the man across from Quark asked. 

  “Registration and ownership papers,” Spaak said. 

 “To what?” the man across from Spaak asked in a surly voice. 

 “My ship.  The Pariah.” 

 Quark tried to control his reaction.  He knew his own hand was good, but now wondered if it was good 

enough to beat Spaak, considering he was willing to put his beloved vessel on the line.  The others just looked at the 

leather fold for several seconds. 

 “I fold!” the man across from Quark suddenly announced. 

 “All in!” the man across from Spaak added, pushing his asset pile – a mixture of latinum strips and bars, 

numerous Federation credits, and several other currencies from around the Alpha and Beta Quadrants – toward the 

center of the table. 

 “I fold too,” Harkonnen stated. 

 Quark started at the ante pile, as if willing it to come to him by mental strength alone.  He looked at his 

cards, then the community cards face up on the table.  Finally, in frustration, he tossed his hand on the table and 

announced, “I’m out too.” 

 “Looks like it’s just you and me, Spaak,” the man across the table said.  He then looked at Harkonnen and 

said, “Deal.” 

 Harkonnen turned over the fifth and final community card on the table.  To that point a flush seemed 

possible, and it appeared that was what Spaak was hoping for, but the last card was the wrong suit and only a Three.  

The look on Spaak’s face spoke volumes before his opponent could even ask if Spaak was going to raise again. 

 “Full house, Jacks over eights,” the man said.  “Spaak?” 

 Spaak now started to look angry.  He flung his cards onto the table, revealing he could have had a Queen-

high flush if only the final card dealt had been a Nine of Clubs.  The chair Spaak was sitting in went flying across 

the deck as he stood up so suddenly and it appeared he was going to grab and flip over the table before he regained 

his composure.  Meanwhile, the hand’s winner scooped up his ante and pocketed the Pariah’s papers after briefly 

looking at them with mild curiosity. 

 “Lehnsheer,” Spaak said to the winner.  “I realize I lost her fairly.  Is there any hope I can remain Master of 

the Pariah if not her outright owner?  I am, after all, very good at what I do.  You will make much more with me 

still in charge of that ship than you could ever hope to on your own.” 

 The man Spaak had called Lehnsheer looked up at the former owner of the Pariah with an almost bored 

expression and answered, “I guess that will all depend on the outcome of the night.  After all, I may have to use 

your... I mean, MY ship to cover a bet at some point myself.  But I have a good feeling about the night.  I’ll consider 

your request.” 

 Spaak silently nodded, then turned toward the door.  Everyone still at the table suddenly turned to look as 

Spaak loudly slammed his fist into the bulkhead beside the door – leaving a fist-sized hole behind – before departing 

the lounge. 

 “Shall we resume, Gentlemen?” the man across from Quark suggested.  “I believe it is the Ferengi’s deal?” 

 



* * * * 

 

 The game continued for another hour.  Lehnsheer placed the papers for the Pariah into the ante once during 

that time, but easily winning the hand and driving the player next to him and across from Quark out of the game.  It 

was now just down to just two hoo-mons and the lone Ferengi. 

 Quark looked at the community cards laying face up on the table.  The Queen, Jack, Ten, and Nine – all 

Spades – were there.  In his hand he held the Eight of Spades.  It was all he could do not to jump up and shout with 

joy. 

 “All in!” Lehnsheer proclaimed, pushing his pile of assets toward the center of the table.  Quark noted with 

disappointment it did not include the papers to the Pariah. 

 “I raise,” Harkonnen said, meeting the value of Lehnsheer’s bet and adding ten bars of latinum to the mix.  

Quark looked sidelong at Harkonnen, wondering what the man could possibly be holding before finally deciding the 

hoo-mon was bluffing.  He had done it earlier – and well – in the game. 

 “Call,” Quark said, adding his own ante into the pot, which was now quite substantial.  A Ferengi could 

live well for the better part of a year on what was currently being bet. 

 “The bet is back to you, Mister Lehnsheer,” Harkonnen said.  “Either call or fold.” 

 Lehnsheer looked frustrated.  There was nothing in front of him to bet with, and his opponents knew it. 

 “Would the two of you be willing to accept some merchandise in place of a monetary bet?” he asked. 

 “Like what?” Harkonnen asked. 

 “I have access to several thoroughbred horses...” 

 “While I’m sure they’re quite delicious, perhaps you could bet something more... substantial?” Quark 

suggested, subtly pushing his opponent in the direction he hoped to move him. 

 Lehnsheer sighed, then pulled the now-familiar leather bill-fold from inside his jacket.  He glared at both 

Harkonnen and Quark before tossing the pouch onto the top of the ante pile. 

 “Raise,” was all he said. 

 “Call,” Harkonnen stated, adding the majority of his own assets to the ante pile.  Both human players now 

looked at the lone Ferengi. 

 “You seem a little short on funds there, Quark,” Lehnsheer remarked with a slight grin. 

 “I can cover my bets!” the Ferengi replied, sounding insulted.  “Would you gentlemen be willing to accept 

my ownership papers?” 

 “Ownership papers?  On what?” Lehnsheer asked. 

 “I happen to own a reliable little craft I call Quark’s Treasure II that is worth at least...” 

 “Wait!” Harkonnen interrupted.  “Are you talking about that crappy little Ferengi shuttle pod you arrived 

in?” 

 “Quark’s Treasure II happens to be a well-built and versatile craft that has had only three prior owners... 

before me,” Quark objected. 

 “I’ll pass,” Harkonnen said with disgust. 

 “Me too,” Lehnsheer agreed when Quark looked in his direction.  “Look, I already own a Wanderer-class 

armed merchant vessel.  Why in the galaxy would he want a Ferengi shuttle pod?  Got anything else of value?  

Otherwise I guess you fold.” 

 Quark was starting to panic.  He looked once again at the four-fifths of the straight-flush sitting on the table 

and the winning card in his own hand.  His mind raced to think of something – ANYTHING – his opponents might 

consider valuable enough to accept as a bet.  Then a thought occurred to him. 

 “As I mentioned to you earlier, I’m setting up a business here aboard the starbase.  I currently hold the 

lease to a valuable property location in the main rec area.” 

 “Really?” Lehnsheer remarked, not sounding impressed.  “What location would that be?” 

 “That bar called the Lodge,” Quark replied.  A look passed between the two human players. 

 “Well... I’m not normally into real estate, but I’ve heard the Lodge can be a lucrative opportunity,” 

Lehnsheer said.  “I’ll agree to accept your lease as covering the bet if Captain Harkonnen will.” 



 Quark looked at the man across the table, wondering why he called the other hoo-mon by the title 

‘Captain,’ when Harkonnen, likewise noticing Lehnsheer’s slip, drew the Ferengi’s attention by saying, “Fine.  I 

agree to accept Quark’s bet too.” 

 Quark pulled the small padd containing the lease to the Bastogne Lodge out from a pocket on his cheap 

jacket and tossed it onto the ante pile, right on top of the Pariah’s papers. 

 “Call,” he said with some degree of satisfaction. 

 With a smirk, Lehnsheer revealed his cards.  “Two pair, Kings over 8’s.” 

 Quark, convinced Lehnsheer was his only real competition this hand, showed a mouthful of sharp snaggled 

teeth as he turned over his own hand and said, “Sorry.  Straight-flush.” 

 “Oh, that’s good,” remarked Harkonnen.  But as Quark started reaching for the large pile of ante with 

dreams of buying the admiral’s office in Ops to run his business out of, Harkonnen added, “But not good enough, 

I’m afraid.” 

 “What?” Quark asked, suddenly looking at Harkonnen with distrust.  “What do you mean?  You were only 

bluffing, weren’t you?  You can’t possibly have a better hand than a straight-flush!” 

 Slowly and dramatically, Harkonnen revealed his own hand, which included both the Ace and King of 

Spades. 

 “Royal flush.  I believe that beats even a straight-flush.”  Harkonnen then dragged the large pile of currency 

across the table to his seat, immediately pocketing both the shop lease and the Pariah’s papers.  Harkonnen then 

smiled a half-sincere smile and asked, “One more hand, Gentlemen?  Just for fun?” 

 Quark glared at Harkonnen for several seconds.  The Russian began to think the diminutive Ferengi might 

actually attack him, but Quark merely threw his cards down on the table in disgust and stormed out of the rec 

lounge, prompting grins from both Harkonnen and Lehnsheer. 

 

* * * * 

 

 The next morning, both Vice Admiral Raiajh and Captain Pearson were standing in Ops, listening to Quark 

rant and rave about what had happened to him the previous night, while Torres and Petersen watched from their 

consoles and Lt Commander Quintero leaned against the upper level rail and watched from above. 

 “You have no clue what is going on aboard your own starbase, Admiral!” Quark shouted.  “Compared to 

you, Sisko was practically omniscient!” 

 “Please, calm down, Mister Quark,” Raiajh implored.  “Now, tell us again what happened to you?” 

 Quark huffed once more, then started to explain, “I was taken to a lounge in the lowest sections of your 

starbase.  There I participated in an illegal poker match.  The stakes were outrageous!  There must have been at least 

the equivalent of fifteen bricks of latinum going across that table throughout the night!” 

 Raiajh and Pearson exchanged disbelieving looks.  “Go on,” Pearson finally prompted. 

 “I’m not sure how they did it, but they cheated me out of my lease on the Basta-gone-ee Lodge!” Quark 

explained. 

 “Who is they?” Raiajh asked. 

 “I don’t know who most of them were,” Quark remarked.  “That’s for you to investigate and find out!”  He 

then turned toward Pearson, pointing one copper-orange-colored finger in the woman’s face as he said, “But one of 

them was YOUR husband!” 

 “Konstantin?!  He would NEVER be involved in anything illegal!” Pearson protested. 

 “Oh really?” Quark remarked.  “He boasted about all the illegal stuff he gets away with aboard this 

station!” 

 “You are making some very serious accusations, Mister Quark,” Raiajh said earnestly.  “Do you have any 

proof of the illegal activity you say has occurred here?” 

 “He boasted to me that he owns an Orion pirate ship!  What Starfleet officer could do that legally?” Quark 

questioned. 



 “The Wildcat?” Pearson questioned, the look of worry on her face quickly replaced with a wide smile, 

which completely confused the angry Ferengi.  “Konstantin was presented with the Wildcat in gratitude by 

Commander Jarvok and the Romulan refugees that arrived aboard the station on the Graceful Flyer, and it has pretty 

much been undergoing overhaul and upgrade just to make it operational since it arrived here.  It’s no pirate ship!” 

she scoffed. 

 “But...!” Quark sputtered. 

 Raiajh looked over at her chief of security and asked, “Michele, have you had a security team check out the 

lounge Mister Quark referred to on level 1698?” 

 “Just got the report back from Lieutenant Erikson a moment ago,” Petersen replied.  “He confirms the 

lounge Mister Quark is referring to has been unused since the Kairn occupation.  That area of the hull was damaged 

during the fighting and pressure leaks have been detected down there.  B’Elanna has declared most of that level 

unsafe for humanoid habitation.” 

 Raiajh looked at her operations chief, who shrugged and said, “It’s on the repair list.  Just hasn’t been a 

priority.  Too many more important things, but that level should be back to full operational status within the next 

four to six months.” 

 Raiajh smiled with an annoyed look and ordered, “Move it up on the priority list, B’Elanna.  It’s been over 

a year since the occupation ended.” 

 “Yes, Ma’am,” Torres replied, noting the status change in her console.  Meanwhile, Raiajh returned her 

attention to Quark. 

 “I’m sorry, but as far as I can determine, there is no high-stakes poker game – illegal or otherwise – 

occurring aboard my starbase.”  She picked up a padd that had been sitting on the master systems display and held it 

up.  “I have, however, been made aware of several recent complaints coming from patrons of the Staggering Hobo’s 

Hideaway in the R-2 section of the base.  Apparently someone brought in an unlicensed and uninspected Ferengi 

Ton-go game several days ago, and most of them report having been cheated by what they believe was a rigged 

gambling device.”  She let her words hang in the air ominously for several seconds before continuing.  “You 

wouldn’t know anything about that, Mister Quark?  Would you?” 

 “I... err...,” Quark stammered, adjusting the collar of his cheap shirt uncomfortably. 

 “You do realize, of course, that all vessels agree to allow health and comfort inspections when they dock 

within our spacedock, unless the vessel is specifically granted diplomatic courier status by a recognized 

government.”  Raiajh looked over at Commander Petersen and asked, “Michelle, when the Quark’s Treasure docked 

at the station, did it register with diplomatic courier status?” 

 “Negative, Admiral,” Petersen replied.  “Quark’s Treasure is registered as a privately-owned long-range 

transport vessel.” 

 “Hmmm...” Raiajh said as she turned her attention back on the now-visibly nervous Ferengi.  “I wonder 

what Commander Petersen and Colonel McIntyre would find were they to conduct a health and comfort inspection 

of your ship right now?” 

 “Actually, Admiral, I think while I’m here I’ll withdraw my complaint and take this opportunity to request 

your permission to depart.” 

 Raiajh did her best to feign surprise as she asked the Ferengi, “That is quite sudden.  Do you still plan on 

opening a franchise of your business here aboard Starbase 719?” 

 “No,” Quark said, feigning reluctance.  “Further research has revealed to me that this particular Federation 

starbase is too far from Ferenginar to make earning a reasonable profit possible.  I believe better avenues for profit 

are located elsewhere, particularly taking into consideration that I cannot expand my business as planned since I no 

longer have access to the location I desired.  And as the words of the 249
th

 Rule of Acquisition state: Discretion is 

the better part of retaining your profits.” 

 “In that case, I wish you the best in your future endeavors,” Raiajh said, nodding in the Ferengi’s direction.  

“Quark’s Treasure has permission to depart the station... immediately.” 

 “Thank you, Admiral,” Quark said, making the Ferengi gesture of placing his wrists close together – hands 

apart, as he started backing toward the turbolift, the Starfleet Marine standing nearby moving to escort him back to 



the spacedock.  “Maybe we’ll meet again sometime in the future.”  He added under his breath as he entered the 

turbolift, “…But not if I can help it.” 

 Seconds after the Ferengi’s departure from Ops, a second turbolift opened and Captain Konstantin 

Harkonnen emerged, walking right over to the operations console. 

 “B’Elanna!” he said, tossing a small item to the half-Klingon engineer.  “Thanks for the use of your trick 

cards.” 

 “Any time, Captain,” Torres replied, placing the pack into a locker beneath her console.  “I hope whatever 

you needed them for went well?” 

 “Trick cards?” Pearson inquired of her husband as he moved around behind her, placing his arms around 

her waist and kissing the side of her neck. 

 “They’re mainly for use in holodecks,” Harkonnen explained.  “Using holodiodes, you can program the 

cards to create whatever hand combinations the user wants.  Makes magic tricks very easy.” 

 “Well, I hope your ‘tricks’ were well received,” Raiajh remarked to her strategic operations officer. 

 “My audience was amazed, but not exactly entranced,” Harkonnen admitted.  “But like any good magician, 

I did not reveal the secrets of my act.” 

 “Perhaps you’ll have to show me a trick or two sometime?” Pearson suggested playfully.  “Did you 

accomplish what you set out to do?” 

 “I did.  The lease for the Lodge is back in the hands of its proper owner,” Harkonnen confirmed.  “In fact, 

Shifty wanted me to tell you all he will be hosting a ‘Grand Re-Opening’ celebration in the Lodge tonight starting at 

1900 hours, and the entire command staff is invited.” 

 “Good to know my stock of Romulan ale didn’t go to waste,” Raiajh commented.  “Be sure to tell Hans he 

owes me several bottles.” 

 “I’m not sure Hans will be in a position to get you any new stock anytime soon, Val,” Harkonnen replied.  

He then reached into his uniform jacket and pulled out a leather fold.  “After all, he doesn’t have a ship right now.”  

The Russian looked at his wife and asked, “What equipment do you think I should remove and have installed aboard 

the Wildcat, Kitty Cat?” 

 “You wouldn’t!” Pearson said in a scolding tone. 

 “Konstantin, give Hans back his ship,” Raiajh said. 

 “Do I have to, Val?  After all, I won it fair and square!” 

 “Yeah.  Sure you did,” Raiajh said with a smile.  “Now give the Pariah back.  And Sylvan and I will see 

you in the Lodge at 1900 hours.” 

 “Yes, Admiral,” Harkonnen said, his head drooped in mock sadness as he re-entered the turbolift with a 

smile. 

 

The End 

 


